On-line portfolio selection, a fundamental problem in computational finance, has attracted increasing interests from artificial intelligence and machine learning communities in recent years. Empirical evidence shows that stock's high and low prices are temporary and stock price relatives are likely to follow the mean reversion phenomenon. While existing mean reversion strategies are shown to achieve good empirical performance on many real datasets, they often make the single-period mean reversion assumption, which is not always satisfied, leading to poor performance in certain real datasets. To overcome this limitation, this article proposes a multiple-period mean reversion, or so-called "Moving Average Reversion" (MAR), and a new on-line portfolio selection strategy named "On-Line Moving Average Reversion" (OLMAR), which exploits MAR via efficient and scalable online machine learning techniques. From our empirical results on real markets, we found that OLMAR can overcome the drawbacks of existing mean reversion algorithms and achieve significantly better results, especially on the datasets where existing mean reversion algorithms failed. In addition to its superior empirical performance, OLMAR also runs extremely fast, further supporting its practical applicability to a wide range of applications. Finally, to ensure our work is re-producible, we have made all the data sets and source codes of this work publicly available at http://olps.stevenhoi.org/OLMAR/.
selection; and (ii) Kelly investment [39, 10, 23] that aims to maximize the expected log return of a portfolio and is naturally available to multiple-period portfolio selection. Due to the sequential nature of a real-world portfolio selection task, many recent on-line portfolio selection techniques often follow the second approach.
One important property exploited by many existing studies [8, 44, 42] is the mean reversion property, which assumes poor performing stocks will perform well in the subsequent periods and vice versa. Although some recently proposed mean reversion algorithms [44, 42] have achieved promising results on many real datasets, they might perform extremely poorly on certain datasets, such as the DJIA dataset [8] . Comparing with Borodin et al. [8] , which exploits multi-period correlation, we found that the assumption of single-period prediction may attribute to the performance degradation. On the other hand, as illustrated in existing studies [44, 42] , Borodin et al. [8] cannot fully exploit the potential of (multi-period) mean reversion for its heuristical nature.
To address the above drawbacks, we present a new approach for on-line portfolio selection, named "On-Line Moving Average Reversion" (OLMAR). The basic idea is to represent multi-period mean reversion as "Moving Average Reversion" (MAR), which explicitly predicts next price relatives using moving averages, and then learns portfolios via online learning techniques. To the best of our knowledge, OLMAR is the first algorithm that exploits moving average in the setting of on-line portfolio selection. Though simple in nature, OLMAR has a reasonable updating strategy and has been empirically validated via a set of extensive experiments on real markets. The experimental results show that OLMAR not only can achieve better performance (in terms of cumulative wealth) than existing algorithms, and but also can avoid the significant performance degradation on certain datasets, such as the DJIA dataset [8, 44] . Finally, OLMAR runs highly efficiently, and thus is suitable for large-scale trading applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the on-line portfolio selection problem, and Section 3 reviews the background and analyzes related work. Section 4 presents the proposed OLMAR approach, and its effectiveness is validated by extensive empirical studies on real stock markets in Section 5. Section 6 discusses our empirical findings and some threats to validity. Section 7 summarizes the paper and provides directions for future work.
Problem Setting
Before we formulate the online portfolio selection problem, we first introduce some notations to be used throughout the article. Symbols in bold are vectors, e.g., we define a as a scalar, and b and c as vectors. One typical operation is the product or division between a scalar and a vector, which means each element of the vector will multiply or divide by the scalar, e.g., Portfolio manager updates his/her on-line portfolio selection rules 10 : end for i. The price changes are represented by a price relative vector x t ∈ R m + , and x t,i = pt,i pt−1,i . Thus, an investment in asset i on the t th period increases by a factor of x t,i . Let us denote x t2 t1 = {x t1 , x t2 , . . . , x t2 } as a sequence of price relative vectors ranging from period t1 to t2. Therefore, x n 1 = {x 1 , . . . , x n } represents the sequence of price relative vectors over the entire n periods.
An investment on the t th period is specified by a portfolio vector b t = (b t,1 , . . . , b t,m ), where b t,i represents the proportion of wealth invested in asset i. Typically, we assume the portfolio is self-financed and no margin/short sale is allowed, therefore each entry of a portfolio is non-negative and adds up to one, that is, b t ∈ ∆ m , where = {x 1 , . . . , x t−1 }. We denote by b n 1 = {b 1 , . . . , b n } the strategy for n periods.
On the t th period, a portfolio b t produces a portfolio period return s t , that is, the wealth increases by a factor of
b t,i x t,i . Since we reinvest and adopt price relative, the portfolio wealth would multiplicatively grow. Thus, after n periods, a portfolio strategy b n 1 produces a portfolio cumulative wealth of S n , which increases the initial wealth by a factor of ⊤ t x t , where S 0 is set to $1 for convenience. Finally, we formally formulate the on-line portfolio selection procedure, and outline the algorithmic framework in Algorithm 1. In this task, a portfolio manager is a decision maker, whose goal is to produce a portfolio strategy b n 1 , aiming to maximize the cumulative wealth S n . He/she computes the portfolios sequentially. On each period t, the manager has access to the sequence of previous price relative vectors x t−1 1 . Then, he/she computes a new portfolio b t for next price relative vector x t , where the decision criterion varies among different managers. The portfolio b t is scored based on portfolio period return s t . This procedure is repeated until the end, and the portfolio strategy is finally scored according to portfolio cumulative wealth S n .
It is important to note that we have made several general and common assumptions in the above model:
1. Transaction cost: no commission fees or taxes exists; 2. Market liquidity: one can buy and sell any desired amount, even fractional, at last closing price of any given trading period; 3. Market impact: any portfolio selection strategy shall not influence the market, or other stocks' prices.
Note that although these assumptions are commonly made in many literature studies, they are nontrivial in practice.
We will further analyze and discuss their implications and effects in the empirical studies.
Background Review and Related Work
In this section, we survey the on-line portfolio selection strategy literature [40] . We start by introducing three benchmarks, that is, market strategy, best stock strategy, and constant rebalanced portfolios strategy. After that, we sequentially introduce three main categories of existing approaches, that is, "Follow-the-Winner", "Follow-theLoser", and "Pattern-Matching" based approaches. Finally, we analyze existing algorithms following the framework of Kelly's investment.
Benchmarks
The simplest and commonly used baseline is the Buy-And-Hold (BAH) strategy, that is, one invests his capital among the market with an initial allocation of b 1 and holds the portfolio. The manager only buys assets at the beginning of the 1 st period and does not rebalance in subsequent periods. BAH's cumulative wealth equals to weighted average of assets' returns, or S n (BAH (b 1 )) = b 1 · ( n t=1 x t ). The BAH strategy with uniform initial portfolio
m is referred to as uniform BAH strategy, which is usually adopted as market strategy to produce market index. Another common benchmark is the Best Stock (Best) strategy, a special BAH strategy that invests all capital on the best stock in hindsight.
One challenging benchmark is the Constant Rebalanced Portfolios (CRP) strategy, which rebalances to a fixed portfolio b every period. In particular, the portfolio strategy can be represented as b n 1 = {b, b, . . . }, in which b is a predefined portfolio. Thus, CRP's cumulative portfolio wealth can be calculated as
One special CRP is the best CRP (BCRP) strategy, which maximizes the cumulative wealth as,
Note that BCRP is only a hindsight strategy, which can only be calculated with complete market sequence. Cover and
Thomas [16, Theorem 15.3.1] proved that BCRP is an optimal strategy in the i.i.d market and Cover [14] showed its benefits as a target, that is, BCRP is guaranteed to outperform the Best Stock, Value Line Index and Dow Jones Index.
One desired theoretical result for an on-line portfolio selection algorithm is universality [14, 48] . An algorithm
Alg is universal if the average (external) regret [52, 5] over all sequences of price relative vectors for n periods asymptotically approaches zero, that is,
In other words, for an arbitrary sequences of price relatives, a universal algorithm asymptotically approaches the same exponential growth rate as the BCRP strategy.
Follow-the-Winner Approaches
The first approach, Follow-the-Winner, is characterized by increasing the relative weights of more successful experts/stocks. Instead of targeting market and the best stock, algorithms in this category often aim to approach the BCRP strategy.
Cover [14] proposed the Universal Portfolios (UP) strategy. Formally, its update scheme is historical performance weighted average of all possible constant rebalanced portfolios in the entire simplex domain,
In detail, UP's initial portfolio b 1 is uniform over the market, and its t + 1 st portfolio is historical performance weighted average of all CRP experts with b ∈ ∆ m . Thus, UP's final cumulative wealth is uniform weighted average of all CRP experts' wealth, S n (U P ) = ∆m S n (b) db. Intuitively, Cover's UP operates similar to a Fund of Fund (FOF), and its main idea is to buy and hold the parameterized CRP strategies over the simplex domain. The regret achieved by Cover's UP is O (m log n), and UP's time complexity is O (n m ).
Helmbold et al. [37] proposed the Exponential Gradient (EG) strategy, which is based on the same algorithm for mixture estimation [36] . The strategy generally formulated as the following optimization problem,
where R (b, b t ) denotes a regularization term and η > 0 denotes the learning rate. Straightforwardly, the optimization is to track last best stock and keep previous portfolio information via regularization. EG adopts relative entropy as its
EG's formulation is convex in b, however, it is hard to solve since log is nonlinear. Thus, the authors took the log function's first-order Taylor expansion at b t , which is linear and straightforward to solve. With a stronger assumption of lower bound on the price relatives than Cover's UP, EG has a regret bound of O ( √ n log m) and a running time of O (mn). In terms of length of trading periods (n), the regret is not as tight as Cover's UP 1 , however, its linear time substantially surpasses UP.
Gaivoronski and Stella [24] proposed Successive Constant Rebalanced Portfolios (SCRP) for stationary markets.
For each period, SCRP directly adopts the BCRP to date 2 ,
The authors further solved the optimal portfolio b * t via stochastic optimization [3] , resulting in SCRP's portfolio updates [24, Algorithm 1] . Under stronger assumptions [24, Eq. (16) & (17) ] than Cover's UP, the regret bound achieved by SCRP is O (m log n). Gaivoronski and Stella [25] further proposed Adaptive Portfolio Selection (AP-S), which can handle three portfolio selection tasks, including adaptive Markowitz portfolio, log-optimal constant rebalanced portfolio, and index tracking.
Agarwal et al. [1] formulated the Online Newton Step (ONS) as
where β denotes a trade-off parameter and R (b) is a regularization term on b. Note that all historical information is exploited by the first term, thus the regularization term only involves next portfolio. It then solves the optimization problem with L2-norm regularization via online convex optimization [55, 35, 33, 34] . Similar to regular offline Newton method, ONS' basic idea is to replace log term via its second-order Taylor expansion at b t , and then solve for the closed form updates. ONS' regret bound is O (m log n), which is the same to Cover's UP. Note that ONS requires stronger assumptions on the price relatives than Cover's UP. Since it iteratively updates the first and second order information, it costs O m 3 per period, which is irrelevant to the number of past periods.
Follow-the-Loser Approaches
The underlying assumption for the optimality of BCRP strategy is that asset returns are i.i.d. However, according to the related empirical financial studies [11, 13] , real asset returns may not be i.i.d. 3 and they may be systematic or predictable. Although Cover [14] proved that BCRP is able to achieve maximum performance theoretically, BCRP didn't achieve outstanding performance in backtests (c.f., Table 6 .), as empirical asset returns violate the i.i.d. assumption. While the Follow-the-Winner strategies asymptotically approach the growth rate of BCRP, they often perform worse than BCRP. On the contrary, strategies in this section, or the Follow-the-Loser approaches, assume that asset returns follow a property of mean reversion [6, 50, 45] , which indicates that the well (poor)-performing assets will perform poor (well) in the subsequent periods. Rather than tracking the winners, the Follow-the-Loser approach is often characterized by transferring the wealth from winners to losers.
Borodin et al. [8] proposed a Follow-the-Loser strategy named Anti Correlation (Anticor). Rather than no distributional assumption like Cover's UP, Anticor assumes that market follows the mean reversion principle. To exploit the property, it statistically makes bets on the consistency of positive lagged cross-correlation and negative autocorrelation. Anticor calculates a cross-correlation matrix M cor between two specific market windows. Following the mean reversion principle, Anticor transfers weights from winning assets to losing assets, and the corresponding amounts are adjusted by the cross-correlation matrix.
Li et al. [44] proposed Passive Aggressive Mean Reversion (PAMR) strategy, which exploits the mean reversion property with the Passive Aggressive (PA) online learning [51, 17] . The main idea of PAMR is to design a loss function of ℓ ǫ (b; x t ) in order to reflect the mean reversion property, that is, if the expected return based on last price relative is larger than a pre-defined threshold, the loss will linearly increase; otherwise, the loss is zero. Based on the loss function, PAMR passively maintains last portfolio if the loss is zero, otherwise it aggressively approaches a new portfolio that can force the loss to zero. In summary, PAMR obtains the next portfolio via the following optimization,
Solving the optimization problem, PAMR has a clean closed form update scheme,
Since the authors ignored the non-negativity constraint of the portfolio in the derivation, they also added a simplex projection step [22] . The closed form update scheme clearly reflects mean reversion by transferring the wealth from poor performing assets to well performing assets.
Li et al. [42] proposed Confidence Weighted Mean Reversion (CWMR) algorithm to further exploit the second order portfolio information and the mean reversion trading idea via Confidence Weighted (CW) online learning [20, 19, 18, 21] . The basic idea of CWMR is to model the portfolio vector (not the price relative vector) as a multivariate
Gaussian distribution with mean µ ∈ R m and the diagonal covariance matrix Σ ∈ R m×m , which has nonzero diagonal elements σ 2 and zero for off-diagonal elements. While the mean represents the knowledge for the portfolio, the diagonal covariance matrix term stands for the confidence we have in the corresponding portfolio mean. Then CWMR sequentially updates the mean and covariance matrix of the Gaussian distribution. In particular, CWMR keeps the next distribution close to the last distribution in terms of Kullback-Leibler divergence if the probability that a portfolio return is lower than ǫ is higher than a pre-defined threshold. In summary, CWMR formulates the optimization as follows:
? ] solved the above optimization by turning it into convex optimization and derived closed-form updates.
Similar to Anticor, both PAMR and CWMR's mean reversion nature makes it hard to obtain a meaningful theoretical regret bound. Empirical performance show that the two algorithms can outperform the state-of-the-art, including
Anticor, which passively reverts to the mean. However, both PAMR and CWMR suffer from drawbacks in risk management since it suffers significant performance degradation if the underlying single period mean reversion fails to exist. Such drawback is clearly indicated by its performance in the DJIA dataset [7, 8, 44] , and motivates the proposed new algorithms in this article.
Pattern-Matching based Approaches
Besides the two categories of Follow-the-Winner/Loser, another type of strategies may utilize both winners and losers, which is based on pattern matching. Based on nonparametric prediction [29] , this category consists of several pattern-matching based investment strategies [27, 31, 30, 41, 28] .
The Pattern-Matching based approaches [27] consists of two steps: (i) sample selection and (ii) portfolio optimization. The first sample selection step selects a subset C of trading days, which have similar historical price relatives and will be used to predict the next price relatives. After locating the similarity set, each sample price relative x i , i ∈ C is assigned with a probability P i , i ∈ C. The portfolio optimization step learns an optimal portfolio based on the set:
where U (·) is a specified utility function. One particular utility function is the log utility, which is always the default function. In case of empty similarity set, a uniform portfolio is adopted.
Sample Selection Techniques
The general idea is to select similar samples from historical price relatives by comparing the preceding market windows of two price relatives. Let us assume that we are locating the price relatives that are similar to next price relative x t+1 . The basic routine is to iterate all historic price relatives x i , i = w + 1, . . . , t and count x i as one similar price relative, if the preceding market window x i−1 i−w is similar to the latest market window x t t−w+1 . A set C is maintained to contain the indexes of similar price relatives. Note that market window is a w × m-matrix and the similarity between two market windows is often calculated on the concatenated w × m-vector.
Nonparametric histogram-based sample selection [29] pre-defines a set of discretized partitions, and partitions both market windows, and chooses the price relatives whose x i−w i−1 is in the same partition as x t t−w+1 . In particular, given a partition P = A j , j = 1, 2, . . . , d of R m + into d disjoint sets and a corresponding discretization function G (x) = j, we can define the similarity set as,
Nonparametric kernel-based sample selection [27] identifies the similarity set by comparing two market windows via Euclidean distance, that is,
where c and ℓ are the thresholds used to control the number of similar samples. Note that the authors adopted two threshold parameters for theoretical analysis. Nonparametric nearest neighbor-based sample selection [30] searches the price relatives whose preceding market windows are within the ℓ nearest neighbor of the latest market window in terms of Euclidean distance, that is,
where ℓ is a threshold parameter. Correlation-driven nonparametric sample selection [41] identifies the linear similarity among two market windows via correlation coefficient, that is,
where ρ is a pre-defined correlation coefficient threshold. 
Portfolio Optimization Techniques
The second step of the Pattern-Matching based Approaches is to construct an optimal portfolio based on the similar set C. Two main approaches are the Kelly's capital growth portfolio and Markowitz's mean variance portfolio.
Györfi et al. [27] proposed to figure out a log-optimal (Kelly) portfolio based on similar price relatives, which clearly follows the Capital Growth Theory. Given a similarity set, the log-optimal utility function is defined as,
where P i denotes the probability assigned to the similar price relative
[27] assumes a uniform probability among the similar samples, thus it is equivalent to the following utility function,
Besides the log-optimal portfolio optimization, other methods can also be adopted, such as semi-log-optimal portfolio [54, 31] , Markowitz-type portfolio [49] , and GV-type portfolio [32] , which we do not detail here.
In any above procedure, if the similarity set is empty, we can choose either uniform portfolio or previous portfolio.
Combinations
In this section, we combine the first and second step and describe the algorithms using Pattern-Matching based approaches. Table 1 shows the existing combinations, where "-" indicates there is no algorithm for such combination.
One default utility function is the log-optimal function or the BCRP portfolio. Györfi and Schäfer [29] introduced the nonparametric histogram-based log-optimal investment strategy (B H ), which combines the histogrambased sample selection and log-optimal utility function and proved its universality. Györfi et al. [27] presented nonparametric kernel-based log-optimal investment strategy (B K ), which combines the kernel-based sample selection and log-optimal utility function and proved its universality. Györfi et al. [30] proposed nonparametric nearest neighbor log-optimal investment strategy (B NN ), which combines the nearest neighbor sample selection and log-optimal utility function and proved its universality. Li et al. [41] created correlation-driven nonparametric learning approach (CORN) by combining the correlation driven sample selection and log-optimal utility function and showed its superior empirical performance over previous three combinations. Besides the log-optimal utility function, several algorithms using different utility functions have been proposed. Györfi et al. [31] proposed nonparametric kernel-based semilog-optimal investment strategy (B S ) by combining the kernel-based sample selection and semi-log-optimal utility function to ease the computation of (B K ). Ottucsák and Vajda [49] proposed nonparametric kernel-based Markowitz- type investment strategy (B M ) by combining the kernel-based sample selection and Markowitz-type utility function to make trade-offs between the return (mean) and risk (variance) of expected portfolio return. Györfi and Vajda [32] proposed nonparametric kernel-based GV-type investment strategy (B GV ) by combining the kernel-based sample selection and GV-type utility function to construct portfolios in case of transaction costs. 
Analysis of Existing Work
Most existing on-line portfolio selection research grounds on the principle of Kelly investment [39, 10, 53, 23] , that is, to maximize the expected log return of a portfolio. In particular, a portfolio manager first predictsx t+1 in terms of k possible outcomesx 1 t+1 , . . . ,x k t+1 associated with some distribution (p 1 , . . . , p k ). Note that eachx i t+1 denotes one possible outcome, or a vector of individual price relative predictions. Then, the optimal portfolio is generated by maximizing the expected log return:
Based on different methods of predictingx i t+1 and p i , most existing algorithms can be classified into three categories, excluding the BCRP strategy in hindsight. Table 2 summarizes their formulations and underlying predictions.
Note that we have done some transformations but maintained their key ideas. We introduce them according to their empirical performance.
The first category, which consists of SCRP and ONS, assumes the predictions consist of all historical price relatives with uniform distribution 4 . That is, it assumes that on period t + 1, price relative vector may be x i with a probability of 1 t , i = 1, . . . , t. In other words, this category aims to model the next price relatives as the average of all historical price relatives. The algorithms in this category all have theoretical regret bound and are universal. However, their empirical results show that such assumption may not be precise enough to model the market.
The second category mainly consists of the pattern matching-based algorithms. It models next price relatives as the average of a sampled set of similar price relatives. Denoting the similar index set as C t , it models the next price relative as x i , i ∈ C t with an uniform probability of 1 |Ct| . The algorithms in this category (except CORN) have been proved universal consistency, and their empirical results show that such assumption can fit the market well.
The last category, including EG, PAMR and CWMR, assumes a single prediction with 100% probability, and considers their former histories by regularizing the previous b t−1 . In particular, EG assumesx 1 t+1 = x t with p 1 = 100% 5 , while PAMR and CWMR assumex
xt with p 1 = 100%, which is in essence the mean reversion idea. Note that the formulations of PAMR and CWMR ignore log utility due to their single-value prediction and the consideration of convexity and computational issues 6 . Though all three algorithms assume that all information is fully reflected by x t , their performance diverges and supports that mean reversion may better fit the markets. On the one hand, even with a decent theoretical result, EG always performs far behind. On the other hand, though without theoretical guarantees, PAMR and CWMR always produce the best results in various real markets. However, PAMR and CWMR suffer from dramatic failures when such single-period mean reversion is not satisfied [44] , which motivates our study.
On-Line Moving Average Reversion

Motivation
Empirical results [44, 42] show that mean reversion, which assumes poor stock will perform well in the subsequent periods, may better fit the markets. PAMR and CWMR can exploit the mean reversion property well and achieve excellent results on most datasets at the time, especially the NYSE benchmark dataset [14] . However, they rely on a simple assumption that the predicted price relativex t+1 will be inversely proportional to last price relative x t . In particular, they implicitly assume that next pricep t+1 will revert to last price p t−1 as follows,
Though empirically effective on most datasets, PAMR and CWMR's single-period assumption causes two potential problems. Firstly, both algorithms suffer from the frequently fluctuating raw prices, as they often contain a lot of 5 But this does not mean that EG is forgetful. The former history is built into the vector of b t−1 and the algorithm is designed to regularize from the previous solution. 6 PAMR&CWMR's formulations with log utility function make their optimization formulations non-convex and hard to solve. As done by Helmbold et al. [37] , such formulation is often solved with linear approximation, which thus becomes the version without log utility. That is, as
is often solved by minimizing b · xt, which is convex and easy to solve. Please find the details in their respective studies. For the same reason, this article also ignores the log utility.
noises. Second, their assumption of single-period mean reversion may not be satisfied in the real world. Even two consecutively declining price relatives, which are common, can fail both algorithms. One real example [44] is DJIA dataset [8] , on which PAMR performs the worst among the state of the art. Thus, traders are more likely to predict prices using certain long-term values. Also on the DJIA dataset, Anticor, which exploits the multi-period statistical correlation, performs much better. However, as illustrated in Li et al. [44, 42] , due to its heuristic nature, Anticor can not fully exploit the mean reversion property. The two problems caused by the single-period assumption and Anticor's inability to fully exploit mean reversion call for a more powerful approach to effectively exploit mean reversion, especially in terms of multi-period. B : (1, 2) , (1, 2) , 1, (1, 2) , . . .
, (1, 2) , . . . 
, (1, 2) , . . . Now let us see a classic example [15, 44] to illustrate the drawbacks of single-period mean reversion, as shown in Table 3 . The toy market consists of cash and one volatile stock, which follows market sequence A. It is easy to prove that BCRP (b = To better exploit the (multi-period) mean reversion property, we proposed a new type of algorithm, named OnLine Moving Average Reversion (OLMAR), for on-line portfolio selection. The essential idea is to exploit multi-period moving average (mean) reversion via powerful online machine learning. Rather thanp t+1 = p t−1 , OLMAR assumes that next price will revert to a Moving Average (MA), that is,p t+1 = M A t , where M A t denotes the Moving Average (MA) at the end of t th period. In time series analysis, MA is typically used to smooth short-term price fluctuations and focuses on long-term trends. Thus it can solve the two drawbacks of existing mean reversion algorithms.
Without detailing the calculation 7 , we list the growth of OLMAR in different toy markets in Table 3 . Clearly, OLMAR performs much better than PAMR/CWMR in the scenarios of multi-period mean reversion, while performs poor in single-period reversion. Our further empirical analysis in Section 5 shows that the markets are more likely to follow multi-period reversion.
Formulations
In this article, we adopt two types of moving average. The first, so-called "Simple Moving Average" (SMA), truncates the historical prices via a window and calculates its arithmetical average,
where w denotes the window size. Although we can enlarge the window size such that SMA can cover more historical price relatives, the empirical evaluations in Section 5 show that generally their performance drops as the window size increases.
To consider entire price relatives rather than a window, the second type, "Exponential Moving Average" (EMA), adopts all historical prices, and each price is exponentially weighted,
where α ∈ (0, 1) denotes a decaying factor.
To this end, we can calculate the predicted price relative vector following the idea of so-called "Moving Average
Reversion" (MAR). Based on the two types of moving average, we can infer two types of MAR, Moving Average Reversion: MAR-1
where w is the window size and denotes element-wise product.
Moving Average Reversion: MAR-2 7 We calculate OLMAR's growth using Algorithm 3, which will finally stabilize.
where α ∈ (0, 1) denotes the decaying factor and the operations are all element-wise.
Based on the expected price relative vector in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), OLMAR further adopts the idea of an effective online learning algorithm, that is, Passive Aggressive (PA) [17] learning, to exploit the moving average reversion.
Generally proposed for classification, PA passively keeps the previous solution if the classification is correct, while aggressively approaches a new solution if the classification is incorrect. After formulating the proposed OLMAR optimization, we solve its closed form update and design the proposed algorithm.
The proposed formulation, OLMAR, is to exploit moving average reversion via PA online learning. The basic idea is to maximize the expected return b ·x t+1 , and keep last portfolio information via a regularization term. Thus, we follow the similar idea of PAMR [44] and formulate an optimization as,
Note that we adopt expected return instead of expected log return 8 . According to Helmbold et al. [37] , to solve the optimization with expected log return, one can adopt the first-order Taylor expansion, which is essentially linear.
The above formulation explicitly reflects the basic idea of the proposed OLMAR. On the one hand, if its constraint is satisfied, that is, the expected return is higher than a threshold, then the resulting portfolio equals to previous portfolio. On the other hand, if the constraint is not satisfied, then the formulation will figure out a new portfolio such that the expected return is higher than the threshold, while the new portfolio is not far from previous one.
Note that although OLMAR's formulation looks similar to that of PAMR, they have some essential differences.
In particular, PAMR's key constraint is b · x t ≤ ǫ, while OLMAR's key constraint is b ·x t ≥ ǫ. First, PAMR uses raw price relative (x t ), while OLMAR adopts the price relative calculated by following the moving average reversion principle (x t ). Second, their inequality signs ("≤" for PAMR, and "≥" for OLMAR) are different. The different signs will make their behaviors different, which distinguish the two algorithms. After making certain transformations, PAMR may be written in a similar form, as shown in Table 2 . However, their prediction functions are different, that is, OLMAR adopts multi-period mean reversion, while PAMR exploits single-period mean reversion.
Algorithm and Analysis
The above formulations are convex and thus can be solved by convex optimization techniques [9] . We now derive the OLMAR solutions in closed form and show its solution in Proposition 1.
Proposition 1. The solution of OLMAR without considering the non-negativity constraint is
, 8 With log function, the empirical performance does not make too much difference. Calculate daily return and cumulative return:
Predict next price relative vector:
Update the portfolio:
10: end for wherex t+1 = 1 m (1 ·x t+1 ) denotes the average predicted price relative and λ t+1 is the Lagrangian multiplier calculated as,
Note that in the derivations we do not consider the non-negativity constraint following Helmbold et al. [37] . Thus, it is possible that the resulting portfolio goes out the portfolio simplex domain. To maintain a proper portfolio, we finally project the portfolio calculated according to the Propositions to the simplex domain.
To this end, we can design the proposed algorithms based on the propositions. The on-line portfolio selection procedure is illustrated in Algorithm 2, and the proposed OLMAR procedures are illustrated in Algorithm 3.
In the above algorithms, there are several important parameters, including window size w, reversion threshold ǫ, and decaying factor α. Our empirical observations of the parameter sensitivity evaluation in Section 5.6 show that the final performance could be sensitive to the parameter w. To alleviate the parameter sensitivity issue, we propose to explore the online expert strategy for combining the OLMAR experts using different parameters in order to smooth the final performance of the trading system. In particular, we propose to adopt the Buy and Hold (BAH) combination strategy [8, 27, 44] , that is, for each period, we treat an individual OLMAR model with a specified parameter w ≥ 3 as an expert and combine multiple experts' portfolios weighted by their historical trading performance. We denote the expert algorithm as BAH W (OLMAR) with a parameter W denoting the maximum window size, that is, BAH W (OLMAR) combines W − 2 individual OLMAR experts with w = 3, . . . , W .
Remark on the OLMAR optimization. We note that it is generally difficult to directly solve the OLMAR optimiza- 
x t+1 −x t+1 1 2 6: Update the portfolio:
7: Normalize the portfolio:
tion, as there is no closed form solution. To solve it efficiently, we decompose the optimization task into two-step optimizations:
Helmbold et al. [37] also used a similar approach to solve the optimizaiton of EG. Following Helmbold et al. [37] ., Eq. (3) ignores portfolio's non-negativity constraint (b 0), and thus allows shorting, which is common in the portfolio studies [26] . Proposition 1 gives the solution to this optimization. Moreover, Eq. (4) projects the solution into the simplex domain to satisfy the constraint in Section 2.
Remark on the Update Strategy. The update of OLMAR is straightforward, that is,
Basically, the above update divides the assets into two subgroups based on the prediction averagex t+1 . For the assets with predicted values higher than the average, OLMAR increases their proportions; for the others, OLMAR decreases their proportions. The transferred proportions are related to the surprise of the predictions over their average and the positive Lagrangian multiplier, λ. This is consistent with normal portfolio selection procedure, that is, to transfer the wealth to the assets with better prospects.
Remark on the Time and Space Complexity. The time complexity of the proposed OLMAR algorithm is O (mn),
which is linear with respect to the number of assets m and the total number of trading periods n. The space complexity is also linear, namely, O (m). Note that the normalization step can be done efficiently by adopting some fast implementation that runs in linear time [22] . Overall, the entire algorithm is easy to implement and efficient to run.
To the best of our knowledge, OLMAR's linear running time is no worse than any existing algorithms.
Experiments
Experimental Testbed on Real Data
In our study, we focus on historical daily prices in stock markets 9 , which are easy to obtain from public domains (such as Yahoo Finance and Google Finance 10 ), and thus publicly available to other researchers. Data from other types of markets, such as high frequency intra-day quotes and Forex markets, are either too expensive or hard to obtain and process, and thus may reduce the experimental reproducibility. Summarized in We denote this new dataset as "NYSE (N)" 13 . Note that the new dataset consists of 23 stocks rather than previous 36 stocks owing to amalgamations and bankruptcies. All self-collected price relatives are adjusted for splits and dividends, which is consistent with the previous "NYSE (O)" dataset.
The third dataset "TSE" is collected by Borodin et al. [8] indices, which may be potentially applicable to "Fund on Fund" (FOF) 15 . As a remark, although we numerically test the proposed algorithms on stock and ETF markets, we note that the proposed strategy could be generally applied to any types of financial markets.
Experimental Setup and Metrics
In our experiments, we implement the proposed OLMAR, and its BAH version BAH(OLMAR). For OLMAR, we denote algorithms by their moving average calculation (MAR-1/2). For example, OLMAR-2 denotes the algorithm with MAR2 prediction. In all cases, we empirically set the parameters, that is, ǫ = 10 and w = 5, which provide a consistent results for OLMAR in all cases. For BAH(OLMAR), we set their maximum window size W = 30, resulting in 28 OLMAR experts with w = 3 to 30. In addition to the empirical selection of parameters, we also evaluate the parameter scalability of the two possible parameters in Section 5.6. Finally, we also refer the best performance (in hindsight) among the underlying experts of the BAH version, named MAX(OLMAR).
We adopt the most common metric, cumulative wealth, to primarily compare different trading strategies. Besides, we also introduce two practical issues in on-line portfolio selection, that is, margin buying and transaction costs, in Section 5.2.1, and further evaluate them in Section 5.7.
Practical Issues
While our model in Section 2 is concise and not complicated to understand, it omits some practical issues in the industry. We shall now relax some constraints to address these issues.
In reality, an important and unavoidable issue is transaction cost, which includes the commission fees and taxes imposed by brokers and governments, during the rebalance activities 16 . Note that the transaction cost is imposed by markets, and a portfolio's behavior can not change the properties of transaction costs, such as commission rates or tax rates. To handle the issue, the first way, which is commonly adopted by existing strategies, is that a portfolio selection model doesn't take transaction cost into account, and the second way is to directly integrate the costs in the model [32] . In this article, we take the first way and adopt the proportional transaction cost model [4] . To be specific, rebalancing a portfolio incurs transaction costs on every buy and sell operation, based upon a transaction cost rate of γ ∈ (0, 1). At the beginning of period t, the portfolio manager rebalances his/her wealth to the new portfolio b t , from last close price adjusted portfoliob t−1 , each component of which is calculated asb t−1,i = bt−1,i * xt−1,i
. Such rebalance incurs a transaction cost of
, where the initial portfolio is set to (0, . . . , 0). Thus, the cumulative wealth after n periods can be expressed as,
Another practical issue is margin buying, which allows the portfolio managers to buy securities with cash borrowed from securities brokers, using their own equity positions as collateral. Following existing studies [14, 37, 1], we relax this constraint and evaluate it empirically. We assume the margin setting to be 50% down and 50% loan 17 , at an annual interest rate of 6% (equivalently, the corresponding daily interest rate of borrowing, c, is set to 0.000238). With such a setting, a new asset named "margin component" is generated for each asset and its price relative for period t equals 2 * x t,i − 1 − c. As a result, the total number of assets becomes 2m, when margin buying is allowed. Adding such "margin component", we can magnify both the potential profit or loss on the i th asset.
Comparison Approaches
We compare the proposed algorithms with a number of benchmarks and representative strategies introduced in Section 3. Below we summarize a list of compared algorithms, all of which provide extensive empirical evaluations in their respective studies. All parameters are set following their original studies 18 . Focusing on empirical studies, we ignore certain algorithms that focus on theoretical analysis and lack thorough empirical evolutions. 
ONS: Online Newton
Step with the parameters suggested by Agarwal et al. [1] , that is, η = 0, β = 1, γ = Table 6 illustrates the main results of this study, that is, the cumulative wealth on the six datasets achieved by various approaches. The results clearly show that OLMAR achieves the best performance among all competitors. On the well-known benchmark NYSE (O) dataset, OLMAR significantly outperforms the state of the art; similar observations also appear on the successive NYSE (N) and other datasets. In addition, though most existing algorithms except Anticor perform bad on the DJIA dataset, OLMAR achieves the best performance, which validates the motivating idea of the proposed algorithm. Besides, the proposed OLMAR-2, which exploits exponential moving average, can further improve the performance, as it achieves the best performance on most datasets. Moreover, the MAXs in hindsight show that it is feasible to achieve better performance via effective expert combination. Finally, we list the t-test statistics [26] in Table 7 , which validate that the achieved results are not due to luck, whose chances are at most 1.69%
Experimental Results -Cumulative Wealth
on the DJIA dataset, and at most 2.62% on the SP500 dataset. In a word, the proposed OLMAR can outperform the state of the art on the widely used datasets with a high confidence. 18 We can tune their parameters for better performance, but it is beyond the scope of this article. We now evaluate the volatility risk and drawdown risk, and the risk-adjusted return in terms of annualized Sharpe ratio and Calmar ratio. Figure 1 shows the evaluation results on the six datasets. In addition to the proposed algorithms, we also plot two benchmarks (Market and BCRP) and five state-of-the-art algorithms (Anticor, B NN , CORN, PAMR and CWMR).
In the preceding results on cumulative wealth, we find that the proposed OLMAR achieves the highest cumulative return on most datasets. However, high return is associated with high risk, as no real financial instruments can guarantee high return without high risk. The volatility risk in Figure 1(a) shows that the proposed method almost achieves the highest risk in terms of volatility risk on most datasets. In addition, the drawdown risk in Figure 1 (b) also
shows that the proposed method also achieves high drawdown risk in most datasets. These results are not difficult to understand since high return is often associated with high risk.
To further evaluate the return and risk, we examine the risk-adjusted return in terms of annualized Sharpe ratio and Calmar ratio. Despite the high risk, OLMAR yields a highly competitive result of risk-adjusted return. The results in Figure 1 (c) and Figure 1 (d) clearly show that OLMAR is always among the tops in most cases, including DJIA dataset. These encouraging results show that the proposed method is able to reach a good trade-off between return and risk, even though we do not explicitly consider risk in our method formulation. Now we evaluate OLMAR's sensitivity to its parameters, that is, ǫ for both OLMAR-1 and OLMAR-2, and w and α for OLMAR-1 and OLMAR-2, respectively. Figure 2 shows OLMAR-1's sensitivity of ǫ with fixed w = 5 and Figure 3 shows its sensitivity of w with fixed ǫ = 10. Since OLMAR-2 and OLMAR-1 have the similar figures for ǫ,
Parameter Sensitivity
we only list its effect on OLMAR-1. Figure 4 shows OLMAR-2's sensitivity of α with fixed ǫ = 10.
From Figure 2 , we can observe that in general the cumulative wealth sharply increases if ǫ approaches 1 and flattens if ǫ crosses a threshold. From Figure 3 , we can see that as w increases, the performance initially increases, spikes at a data-dependant value, and then decreases. Its performance with most choices of ǫ and w have much better performance than market and BCRP. To smooth the volatility of its performance, Figure 3 also shows its Buy and Hold versions [43] by combining a set of OLMAR experts with varying ws. As we can see that the BAH version provides a much more smoother cumulative return than its underlying experts. Note that on DJIA, OLMAR performs much better than PAMR/CWMR as ǫ varies, which validates the motivating multi-period mean reversion. From Figure 4 , we can find that on most datasets, α provides significant high cumulative wealth in a wide range of values, except the two extreme endpoints, that is, 0 and 1. If α = 1, then all expected price relatives are always 1 and OLMAR-2 outputs b t+1 = b t , which is initialized to uniform portfolio. If α = 0, then its expected price relative vector equals
. Such price relatives inversely relate to asset's all historical price relatives, and produce bad results.
As a summary, OLMARs' performance is insensitive to ǫ and thus it is easy to choose appropriate values of ǫ. On the other hand, OLMARs' performance is sensitive to w. However, as shown in the figure, we can combine multiple
OLMARs with different w < W such that the combined version is insensitive to w, and then we can easily choose a proper value of W .
Practical Performance under Transaction Cost and Margin Buying
To evaluate the practical applicability, we firstly evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms with respect to proportional transaction cost [8] . Figure 5 illustrates the cumulative wealth achieved by OLMAR with increasing transaction cost rate γ, and also the results obtained by six representative algorithms (two benchmarks and four state of the art). On the one hand, the results clearly show that OLMAR can withstand reasonable transaction costs, as it often has high break-even rates with respect to the market. On the other hand, OLMAR can outperform the benchmarks and state of the art, under various transaction cost rates. In a word, OLMAR performs excellent when trading is not frictionless, supporting its practical applicability.
Second, margin buying is another practical concern for a real-world portfolio selection task. Theoretically, each algorithm still has the opportunity to trade without using margin, so it shouldn't perform particularly worse with an increase in the available set of actions. But, in online learning context, increasing the set of hypotheses can hurt regret (and hence performance), though only slightly. To evaluate the impact of margin buying, we adopt the model described in Section 5.2.1, and present the cumulative wealth achieved by the competing approaches with/without margin buying in Table 8 . The results clear show that if margin buying is allowed, the profitability of the proposed algorithms on most datasets increases. Similar to the results without margin buying, the proposed OLMAR algorithm often achieves the best results with margin buying. In summary, the proposed strategy can be extended to handle margin buying issue and benefit from it, and thus are practical applicable. Finally, we evaluate the computational time cost of the proposed algorithm. Table 9 shows their running time across six different data sets. Note that we only list the computational times of methods with comparable performance.
Evaluation of Computational Time Cost
As theoretically analyzed in Section 4.3, OLMAR enjoys linear computational time complexity. Empirically, as shown in the table, OLMAR algorithm takes the least time cost on all datasets. Note that with daily frequency, competitors' average times are acceptable. However, their times are not acceptable in the scenario of high frequency trading [2] .
Such time efficiency supports OLMAR's large-scale real applications.
Discussions and Threats to Validity
Without theoretical guarantee, the empirical assumptions in Section 2 are worth inspecting, as done by all existing heuristic algorithms [8, 41, 44, 42] . As evaluated in Section 5.7, OLMAR can withstand reasonable rates of transaction cost. Note that the transaction cost rate in real market is low 19 , and there exists various methods to reduce the rate for institutional investors. All the datasets are composed of the largest index composite stocks, which have the highest market liquidity. To limit market impact when portfolio is too big, one solution is to scale-down the portfolio, as done by several quantitative funds. Here, we emphasize again that even in such a "perfect market", no algorithm has ever claimed such good performance.
Backtests in historical markets may suffer from "data-snooping bias" issues, one of which is the dataset selection issue. Note that we selected all datasets based on previous studies without consideration to the proposed approaches.
However, even we are cautious about the dataset selection issue, it may still appear in the experiments, especially for the datasets with relatively long history, that is, NYSE (O) and NYSE (N). Although they provide fair comparison for different algorithms, they are worse than others in terms of survival bias. In a word, even though the empirical results on these datasets clearly show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms, one can not make claims without noticing the deficiencies of these datasets. Another common bias is asset selection issue. We try to avoid the asset selection bias via arbitrarily choosing some representative stocks in their respective markets, which usually have large capitalization and high liquidity and thus reduce the the market impact caused by any proposed portfolio strategy.
Conclusions
This paper investigated the on-line portfolio selection problem and presented a novel strategy named "On-Line
Moving Average Reversion" (OLMAR), which exploits "Moving Average Reversion" using on-line machine learning algorithms. The proposed approach is able to overcome the limitations of the existing state-of-the-art mean reversion strategies mainly due to the single-period assumption, and achieve fairly encouraging results on several data sets from real-world financial markets. Last but not least, the proposed algorithm runs extremely fast and is thus suitable for large-scale real-world financial applications. Despite achieving encouraging empirical results, several open issues are worth further exploration in future work. First of all, it will be interesting to explore theoretical analysis of the mean reversion property and investigate if it is possible to bound the worst-case performance of OLMAR. Besides, it may be possible to anatomize the portfolio's expected return to better understand the major sources of profit. Although pure trading strategies have been commonly anatomized 20 in the finance fields [12] for a long time, on-line portfolio selection algorithms have seldom been anatomized in a systematic way, which certainly is worth further investigations.
Appendix A: Proof of Proposition 1
Proof. Since introducing nonnegative constraint of the simplex constraint causes much difficulty [37] , at first we do not consider it and finally project on the simplex domain.
The Lagrangian of optimization problem OLMAR is
where λ ≥ 0 and η are the Lagrangian multipliers. Taking the gradient with respect to b and setting it to zero, we get, 0 = ∂L ∂b = (b − b t ) − λx t+1 + η1 =⇒ b = b t + λx t+1 − η1, 20 In finance, the term "anatomy" means investigating the sources of a strategy's profit.
Multiplying both sides by 1 ⊤ , we get, 1 = 1 + λx t+1 · 1 − ηm =⇒ η = λx t+1 , wherex t+1 denotes the average predicted price relative (market). Plugging the above equation to the update of b, we get the update of b,
To solve the Lagrangian multiplier, let us plug above equation to the Lagrangian,
Taking derivative with respect to λ and setting it to zero, we get
x t+1 −x t+1 1 2 .
Further projecting the λ to [0, +∞), we get ,
